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On the ninth of March, 1776, one week
before the British evacuated Boston in the
wake of Washington's advance, another revolution, less apparent to contemporaries but
no less monumental in retrospect, was taking
shape in London. The publication of An
Inquiry into the Causes and Nature of the
Wealth of Nations, by Adam Smith, marked
the coming of a of economic science.
Smith's book describes an' ideal economic
system in which resources, if unfettered by
restrictions on mobility, would be directed
by an invisible". hand towards their most
profitable ends. The inherent natural order
that governs the affairs of man ensures that
the pursuit of self-interest automatically produces the greatest public good. In modem
economic terms, free trade in factors and
commodities maximizes both welfare and
growth. Adam Smith was an apostle of
modern capitalism, cut from the same intellectual cloth as the Founding Fathers. Did
the Constitution embrace these principles?
Smith is best remembered for his attacks on
mercantilism, the body of economic doctrine
that held that regulation of commercial activity was necessary to maximize the power
of the state in a world where trade and welfare
were fixed. But Smith was no anarchist. He

believed in strong government to establish the
boundary conditions within which free enterprise could safely operate. Defense and
justice, including the enforcement of contracts
and the security of property, were rightful
operations of the state. So too was the
provision of a basic infrastructure in the form
of roads, canals, harbours, lighthouses, and
schools, as well as other requirements of a
commercial society like coinage and the post
office. Smith's defense of these "public improvements" was largely pragmatic: they contributed to progress by facilitating commerce,
and they were unlikely to be built by private
enterprise in an age of capital scarcity.

THE CONSTITUTION: SINE
QUA NON OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT?
How far did the Constitution establish the
basis for successful economic performance in
the nineteenth century? Certainly, much of
Smith's agenda for good government is present. The federal government was given jurisdiction to coin money and regulate its
value; to establish post roads and post offices;
to establish a common code of bankruptcy
and a system of patents and copyright to
"promote the progress of science and useful
arts"; and "to lay and collect taxes, duties,
imposts, and excises."
The section of the Constitution most vital
to economic growth was the commerce clause.
By granting Congress the power "to regulate
commerce with foreign nations," and, most

vitally, "among the several states" (Article I,
Section 8), the constitutional convention lay
down the basis for a national market. Smith
had demonstrated that the larger the market,
the greater the opportunities for regional
specialization, division of labor, and the economies of large-scale production. The commerce clause gave Congress the power to
outlaw interference in interstate flows of
commodities and resources that would have
fragmented the market and slowed economic
development.
Further opportunities existed for extending
the market by the opening up of new land,
especially beyond the Appalachians. Here
again, the Constitution gave Congress alone
the "power to dispose of and make all needful
rules and regulations respecting the territory
or other property belonging to the United
States," as well as control and jurisdiction
over any new territories brought into the
Union (Article IV, Section 3). Again, the
national market was kept secure against the
potential aggrandizing activities of the individual states.
The Constitution facilitated growth by establishing the conditions within which capitalism
could function, but it could not ensure growth
and progress. The commerce clause did not
create a national market, it only made it
possible. Other factors-economic, cultural
and social-are necessary to explain fully the
success of nineteenth-century American capitalism. The establishment of competition is
only an enabling condition for progress. Thus,
in Weber's theory of capitalist development,
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rationality (in the form of a systematic adherence to the rules of profit) and acquisition
are the key elements in the spirit of capitalism.
These obviously lie outside the legislative
ambit of government. The Constitution, then,
was not sufficient for development; but was
it necessary?
A strong case can be made that it was not.
America was already a capitalist society in
the 1780s, and the framework for westward
expansion and economic development after
1800 was laid down largely in colonial times.
The legal heritage of the new republic was
that of common, not statutory, law. As such,
it reflected a continuous path of evolution,
a path that was to continue after independence. The most evident example of this is
found in the land law, the basis of all capitalist
relations in an agricultural economy.
tast
Briti
ex-pecience, colonial
land laws were relatively simple, since the
Crown permitted only one form of tenure
to be established in America, namely free and
common socage. Under this system, tenure
was perpetual, alienable, passable by will, and
directly heritable by heirs without the burden
of the fruits of chivalry. Put more simply,
anyone who bought land could sell it if he
wished and could subdivide or otherwise
restructure his property, while buyers merely
had to find the asking price. The only feudal
obligation of ownership was the payment of
the quit rent to the ultimate owner of the
land, the Crown, under penalty of forfeiting
the rights of tenure.

_ _ _ _~-lc-C(}n

Adam Smith stated very nicely the gains to
society from the colonial system of land
tenure:
in all the English colonies the tenure
of the lands, which are held by free
socage, facilitates alienation, and the
grantee of any extensive tract of land,
generally finds it for his interest to
alienate, as fast as he can, the greater
part of it, reserving only a small quit
rent.
The system of free and common socage, out
of which the law of fee simple gradually
evolved, was conducive to the development
of a land market and the exploitation of
natural resources. The speed with which land
was alienated could be adjusted by altering
the level of property taxes. Noone would
hold onto land if its costs outweighed the
benefits of ownership. When Robert Morris,
in his program for economic expansion offered to Congress in 1782, suggested a land
tax to generate both revenue and a more
active land market, he was acting according
to legal principles established at the very time
of settlement.
Inheritance rules were the one part of land
law that was substantially amended by the

Revolution and its aftermath. Inheritance
laws in the colonies had formed a patchwork
quilt of jurisdictions: Virginia, and a majority
of other states, practiced primogeniture; New
York pursued the system of gavelkind, or
partible inheritance; while Massachusetts and
Pennsylvania followed the so-called Mosaic
Law, whereby all male heirs were counted
equal, save the eldest son, who received a
double portion. Between 1776 and 1810, each
of the states relinquished its peculiar system
of inheritance. The Constitution can take little
credit for this. It was in the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 that the present system of
equal division among all descendents of consanguinity was finally established.
The Revolution also demanded that the original title of land be revised. Under English
common law, as we have seen, the "donor"
of land to its current tenants was the Crown.
But who was to own the land after King
George ost tit e?~W at were t e rights of
the property owner under the new regime?
The Articles of Confederation established the
central government as the donor. It was also
necessary to set up a legal structure for
western settlement. This was organized by
Jefferson in the Northwest Ordinances of
1785 and 1787, incorporating socage tenure,
partible inheritance, and the establishment of
the states instead of the central government
as the effective donor. The states could only
become the donor after settlement, so Congress took full responsibility for the original
disposal of the public lands.
The Homestead Acts, the Morrill Act, and
land grants to railroads-all sponsors of
nineteenth-century growth-were the fruits of
Jefferson's system of survey, sale, and statehood. Although the Constitution gave Congress "the power to dispose of and make all
needful rules and regulations respecting the
territory ... of the United States," this issue
had been effectively solved before the Philadelphia convention. The framework of property rights, so crucial to capitalist economic
development, was already in place before the
constitutional convention met.
This conclusion can be extended by looking
at the Articles of Confederation, which provided the constitutional basis of the new
republic between 1782 and 1787. It appears
that much of Smith's agenda of government
was already in place as early as 1782. But
there is a difference between government on
paper and government in action. The consensus is that the Articles provided too weak
and too ineffective a basis for the new polity.
Certainly, the authors of the Federalist papers
thought so. Hamilton blamed constitutional
ineffectiveness for the "national disorder, poverty, and insignificance that . . . befall [s] a
community so peculiarly blessed with natural
advantages as we are, ... the dark catalogue
of our public misfortunes." (Federalist No.
15)

Not that all contemporaries thought the economy to be in poor shape. The level of
prosperity enjoyed by Americans during the
decade after 1783 was indeed higher than
might be expected from the political turmoil
of the period. Benjamin Franklin noted in
1786 that "America was never in higher
prosperity, her produce abundant and bearing a good price, her working people all
employed and well paid."
The post-revolutionary economy was burdened with problems, however. The most
significant concerned arrangements for financing the War of Independence. The Continental Congress had no power to coerce the
states to raise funds from taxation. In consequence, military and personnel expenses
were paid for by borrowing and by printing
money. Both procedures were inefficient and,
more distressingly, inflationary.
It had been common practice before the
Revolution, especially in New England, to
finance military expeditions with paper
(promissory) notes that could be used to pay
tax obligations to the state. Outstanding notes
would be redeemed against the next tax
harvest, the government removing them from
circulation through consignment to the furnace. The Continental Congress, however,
had no tax receipts for redemption of the
new paper issue, and no obligations against
which the notes could be traded. As the
inflationary consequences of over-issue became apparent, confidence in the notes plummeted-as did their value. By 1781 the exchange rate had fallen so far that $100 of
gold would trade for $14,667 of continental
dollars. By Yorktown, the phrase "not worth
a continental" was common, and the first
American experiment with paper money
came to a close. Within five years of declaring
independence, the financial system of the
Union was in chaos, and the war still had
to be won and paid for.
Paper money depreciation, coupled with an
outflow of specie to cover an adverse trade
balance with Europe, sent the money supply
and the price level into a tail dive. Between
1781 and 1787, New York prices were more
than halved. Like all serious deflations, the
burden fell heavily onto debtors. The small
farmers of New England suffered as the value
of their mortgages grew. Their discontent
found voice in the 1786 rebellion, led by Daniel
Shays, to stop the collection of debts. The
rebellion failed, but in 1787 Shays' supporters
won control of the Massachusetts state legislature and vowed to undertake strong antideflationary measures.
The political crisis of Shays' rebellion precipitated the movement for a stronger constitution. The congressional leadership feared
state paper money issue as much as had
Westminster in the 176Os. More so, they
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Property gradually lost its status as a mark
of achievement and became viewed as an
agent of progress. By 1860 the courts, under
cover of the Constitution, had rejected the
static basis of property rights on the grounds
that it tended to promote security over risk,
stability over progress. The law moved increasingly towards protecting risk takers from
full liability for their actions. This is clearly
demonstrated in the emerging law on limited
liability and in amendments to the law on
insolvency. The balance shifted both here and
in corporation law from minimizing risk for
small savers to promoting the risk takers and
innovators, from protecting scarce capital
flows to promoting growth. Likewise, the
Court moved from underwriting inventors
towards encouraging innovation and diffusion as in the best interests of society.

It is also clear that there was a gradual
transformation of attitudes towards competition. The Smithian notions of the gains
from free trade in commodities, factors, and
resources, and the beneficent effects of competition were gradually assimilated, thereby
supplanting the older, mercantilist tradition
of state-chartered monopolies as the best way
to maximize tne fruits of prosperity for the
people. These trends are clearly evident in
Justice Taney's famous declaration in the
Charles River Bridge case of 1837:

In a country like ours, free, active, and
enterprising, continually advancing in
numbers and wealth, new channels of
communication are daily found necessary, both for travel and trade, and are
essential to the comfort, convenience
and prosperity of the people. While the
rights of private property are sacredly
guarded, we must not forget that the
community also have rights, and that
the happiness and well being of every
citizen depends on their faithful preservation. 6 .. (
et.) 0 (18 ).

In Willard Hurst's happy phrase, the actions
of the Court facilitated "the release of creative
energy." By accommodating the demands of
capitalism, the Court shared the increasingly
common assumption of "the beneficent dynamics of increased productivity. " This Volksgeist is shown very clearly by changing attitudes towards property rights. In the
particular case of the Wisconsin lumber industry, emerging property rights were consistent with a faith in short-run productivity
gains with little regard for the long-term costs
of tree felling. The situation was similar with
regard to mineral extraction and land exploitation. Resources were commonly regarded
as inexhaustible and without need of legal
protection. Indeed, as Hurst suggests, the

common view was that the legal system
should ease, if not sponsor, the farming of
such resources in order to release private,
creative energies; mobilize scarce capital; and
devolve resources into private hands, thereby
maximizing growth.

This consensus provided a guiding spirit for
both the style and substance of legal decisions.
The courts of Marshall and Taney became
increasingly imbued with the spirit of restless
capitalism which, coordinated by the invisible
hand of consensus opinion, led to an organic
growth of pro-enterprise decisions. The remarkable fact is the accommodating nature
of constitutional jurisdiction for the transition
from a static to a dynamic concept of property
rights. The timelessness of the Constitution
emerges in its receptivity to the changing
consensus as social, economic, and political
d
ds ha ged.

THE CONSTITUTION, POLITICAL
LIBERTIES AND CAPITALISM

In the century and a half since Taney's
opinion, the governmental habit in the economic sphere has increased. This development has taken place within the framework
laid down by the Constitution, as interpreted
by judicial review. To return to our example
of mineral and timber rights, the later nineteenth century saw legal judgments favoring
conservation, as the possibility of resource
exhaustion became apparent. In other areas,
the changing shape of capitalism led to new
directions in the common law, with increasing
emphasis on softening the harsher aspects of
an industrial society.

Whether in reaction to the monopolizing
practices of the "Robber Barons" or the
cyclical instability of the macro-economy,
government has been drafted to secure a more
humane capitalism through regulation, organization, and, at times, operation of the
marketplace. With the occasional exception,
such as the National Recovery Administration, the various parts of this overarching
structure have been approved as compatible
with the Constitution. More recently, however, questions have been raised about the
compatibility of the entire system of government control with the inherent purpose of
the Constitution.

In the decade since the 1976 Bicentennial
celebrations, some doubts have been raised
about the role of capitalism in the current

political and judicial framework. It has been
argued that twentieth-eentury capitalism is
inconsistent with the maintenance of the
ideals of Republican democracy. Okun drew
attention to the "double standard of capitalist
democracy, professing and pursuing an egalitarian political and social system and simultaneously generating gaping disparities in
economic well-being. " The greater concentration of ownership and control of productive
assets, coupled with diminishing opportunities for stable employment, implied a need
for more government supervision of the marketplace. Thurow has called for more comprehensive public policy to counteract the
zero-sum of American capitalism. Others
have noted the "radical defectiveness" of the
existing constitutional order for achieving the
comprehensive social and economic policies
that would make the desirable liberties of
democracy feasible.
Others argue that more government is very
far from the solution to our contemporary
ills, and that the United States has travelled
too far from the ideal laid down by the
Founding Fathers. Hamilton, Madison, and
Marshall thought that lodging powers with
the central government was a means of preserving liberty. The form that state control
has taken since the New Deal, and especially
since the courts abandoned judicial review
of economic legislation in the 1940s, has
instead consumed liberty. But it is not just
individual liberties that have been attacked
by regulation. By denying the primacy of
private property rights, American capitalism
itself, and with it the potential for further
economic progress, is being denied.

This is a debate as profoundly important for
the future direction of the United States as
that surrounding the Constitution two centuries ago.

Bibliographical Note: Useful works on this topic
include Joyce Appleby, Capitalism and a New
Social Order: The Republican Vision of the 1790s
(New York: New York University Press, 1984);
Charles A. Beard, An Economic Interpretation of
the Constitution of the United States (New York:
Macmillan, 1913); Robert A. Goldwin and William
A. Schambra, How Capitalistic is the Constitution?
(Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute,
1982); Morton J. Horwitz, The Iransformation of
American Law, 1780-1860 (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1977); Jonathan R. I
Hughes, The Governmental Habit (New York:
Basic Books, 1977); James WIllard Hurst, Law and
the Conditions of Freedom (Madison, Wisconsin:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1956); Forrest
McDonald, We the People: The Economic Origins
of the Constitution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958); Arthur Okun, Equality and
Efficiency (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1975); and Bernard H. Siegen, Economic
liberties and the Constitution (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1980).
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1800: THE REAL SMITHIAN
REVOLUTION?
In order to understand the meaning of the
Constitution to the framers, it is necessary
to look beyond 1787. It is tempting to see
the national economic programs of Morris,
Hamilton, and Gallatin as proof positive of
the continuity of centralized economic policy
across the Revolution and of the irrelevance
of Smith's message to the Founding Fathers.
This would be mistaken. There were distinct
differences between Federalists and Jeffersonians in their attitudes towards capitalism and
the role of the government in promoting
economic development. The source and direction of these differences have, however,
often been misunderstood or misrepresented
by historians.

The Progressive notion was that Hamilton
was in favor of manufacturing, commerce,
and finance and was pro-central government,
while Jefferson was the champion of a rural,
agrarian idealism in which the states were
to act as the bulwark of republicanism against
control of the government by a narrow,
monied elite. This view of Jeffersonian idealism set the agenda for the consensus historians, such as E. A. J. Johnson, who argued
that "it is only meretricious to contrast Hamiltonian with Jeffersonian policy or solemnly
to attribute intervention to one party and
libertarianism to another." This is certainly
true, but it also misses a more fundamental
point.

Although both parties shared a similar intellectual, political, and economic heritage,
and although they were both responding to
the particular environment of American capitalism at the end of the eighteenth century,
they had very different conceptions of how
best to promote the deepening and broadening of that capitalism and in whose interest.
As Joyce Appleby has emphasized in her
important Phelps Lectures, the Jeffersonian
commitment to equality of opportunity and
esteem was in stark contrast to the elitist,
hierarchical assumptions of the Federalists.

The Federalists in office pursued an aristocratic model of society, in which politics were
removed from popular influence, and in
which the ruling elite were to be above
commerce and capitalist transactions. Property was the anchor of power because it
liberated the elite from the pursuit of private
gain to practice the virtues of public service.
The Republican vision rejected the aristocratic model and hailed popular democracy
in its place. The political crisis of the 1790s,
in which the Americans debated the French
Revolution and its relevance to the new
government, ended in the revolution of 1800,

in which the Republicans ousted the Federalists not only from political office but also
from political consideration.

The victory was also of one vision of capitalism over another. A significant part of the
difference between Republicans and Federalists lay in the moral character they gave
to economic development. Both parties were
committed to growth, and both were
grounded in the capitalism of the 179Os. For
the Republicans, growth and progress were
the means of broadening opportunity and
making popular democracy viable and meaningful. To the Federalists, growth had the
potential to diffuse the ownership of property,
and thereby to undermine the system of
deference and public virtues on which the
aristocratic model of government depended.
Economic progress was dangerous and
needed to be guided and controlled. The root
principles of authoritarian control were much
the same as the fundamentals of mercantilist
regulation-to secure the continuity of political power.

The victory of 1800 marked the American
victory of Adam Smith over the mercantilists.
The Jeffersonian Republicans had mastered
the message of the Wealth of Nations: an
economy unfettered by artificial restrictions
will promote the common good. Jefferson's
commitment to Smithian ideals is well stated
in his first Annual Message (December 1801):
"Agriculture, manufactures, commerce and
navigation, the four pillars of our prosperity,
are the most thriving when left most free to
individual enterprise. " When the trade boom
of 1801-1807 created a massive surplus in the
Treasury, Jefferson argued that it be used to
sponsor:
the great purposes of the public, education, roads, rivers, canals, and such
other projects of public improvement
as it may be thought proper to add
to the constitutional enumeration of
Federal powers. By the operations, new
channels of communication will be
opened between the States, the lines
of separation will disappear, their interests will be identified, and their
union cemented by new and indissoluble ties.

Gallatin's Report on Roads and Canals
(1808), which followed this strategy, should
not be seen as evidence of continuity with
Federalist programs, but of consistency with
Smithian ideals of establishing an infrastructure to promote a national market and consequent development. What marks the Republican agenda as Smithian in nature even
more clearly is its undeniable foundation in
a belief in the ineluctability of progress, and
in the beneficent dynamics of capitalism.

Jefferson's rural idealism was not anticapitalist. Arguments to the contrary have no
more merit than the debate over whether
Smith was aware of the industrial revolution
taking place around him while dictating the
Wealth ofNations. A belief in the importance
of agriculture to American progress was not,
as some historians have claimed, a rejection
of manufacturing in an attempt to raise "oldfashioned" agrarian virtues to the fore. In the
United States of the 1790s, the root of economic progress lay in agriculture, especially
in the grain-producing areas of New England.
It is no coincidence that the strength of the
Jeffersonian movement was precisely in these
dynamic regions. The invisible hand pointed
resources towards agriculture.

Hamilton's program may have been aristocratic and antidemocratic, but it was importa·
.
future. By funding the debt, by establishing
the tariff as the centerpiece of public finance,
and by founding the Bank of the United
States, Hamilton made it possible to maintain
growth and development. In this sense,
McDonald is right to see "Hamilton's fiscal
program ... as the completion of the Constitution." Where McDonald is mistaken, I
think, is in seeing Hamilton as a practitioner
of Smithian ideals: his political thought and
economic assumptions were too deeply
grounded in mercantilist and aristocratic notions for that to be true. What does emerge,
however, is the vulnerability of the immature
American capitalism of this time to direction,
organization, and constraint by government.
The exact form that economic progress took
after 1800 was not determined by the Constitution, but by the dynamics of capitalism
itself.

THE COURTS AND CAPITALISM

This statement is reflected also in the changing
attitudes of the courts to capitalist endeavor
and its compatibility with the Constitution.
The establishment of judicial review with
Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137
(1803), transferred much of the burden of
determining good government to the Supreme Court. The remarkable feature of the
decisions of the Court in the antebellum
period is their flexibility and their accommodation to the pressures of capitalism. If we
examine the law on corporations, on copyright and patents, on bankruptcy and limited
liability, on interstate commerce and statefederal competence on commercial matters,
on caveat emptor and Quia Emptores, for
the period between 1800 and 1860, we cannot
but be impressed by the receptivity of the
Marshall and Taney courts to the demands
of a burgeoning economy.
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feared the lack of a centralized system of law
enforcement. Rufus King of Massachusetts
wrote, "Events are hurrying us to a crisis.
Prud~nt and sagacious men should be ready
to seIze the most favorable circumstance to
establish a more perfect and vigorous government."
There can be no doubt that the constitutional
convention provided a more vigorous governme?t; but in so doing, did it improve the
pote?tIal. for economic growth? A response
requIres Judgments about the importance of
government for the course of the nineteenthcentury economy, and on the adequacy of
the Articles for the same purpose. Constructing a detailed counterfactual American economy in the absence of the Constitution is of
course, an impossible task.There is no 'accepted general theory of institutional development that would enable us to "model" the
\). S. in \%50 wit the Articles at the center
of government. A single factor however
emphasizes the importance of th; Constitu~
tion: the fiscal crisis of the 1780s was not
solvable under the Articles.
Robert Morris had resolved the wartime
financial crisis through loans from France and
Holland. But when these dried up in 1782,
the Union still required income to service its
debts and to support a specie currency. The
states, with their own debts and well aware
of the free-rider problem, would not fund
Congress. Congress itself rejected Morris'
proposals for land, poll, and excise taxes. It
endorsed a low tariff rate, contingent on the
unanimous consent of all the states. When
"'Rogues Island" refused to agree, it was made
clear that Congress needed its own source
of funds and that the Articles could not
deliver.
The financial independence of Congress made
it possible to complete Adam Smith's agenda
for good government. Funds were now available for "'public improvements" to build the
infrastructure so vital to the moulding of a
national market. Import revenues also significantly increased the extent of the market
by providing the cash for the Louisiana
Purchase. Surely, some sort of economic
growth would have taken place under the
Articles. But the United States would have
looked very different in 1850, and considerably less impressive to foreign observers.

THE CONSTITUTION: A
DOCUMENT OF PRIVILEGE?
A century and a quarter after the Philadelphia
~onvention, Charles Beard rejected the dry
liturgy of constitutional interpretation and
offered in its place a radical perspective that
emphasized at one the narrow origins of the
Constitution and the breadth of the Founding

Fathers' intentions. Beard argued that the
Constitution was an economic documenta mea~s ?y which a small, privileged group
of capltahst developers sought to bolster their
political and economic power in the new
republic. Beard took as his text Madison's
Federalist No. 10, in which the Virginian
argued:
The diversity in the faculties of men

~rom ~hich the rights of property orig~

Inate, IS not less an insuperable obstacle
to the uniformity of interests. The
protection of these faculties is the first
obj~ct of g~vernment. From the pro~~ct1on of different and unequal facilItIes of acquiring property, the possession of different degrees and kinds of
property immediately results; and from
the influence of these on the sentiments
and views of the respective proprietors,
ensues a division of the society into
.
1
... [t]h
most common and durable of factions
has been the various and unequal dis~
tribution of property. Those who hold,
and those who are without property,
have ever formed distinct interests in
society. Those who are creditors, and
those who are debtors, fall under a like
discrimination. A landed interest a
manufacturing interest, a mercan~ile
interest, a monied interest, with many
lesser interests, grow up of necessity
in civilized nations, and divide them
into different classes, actuated by differe?t sentiments and views. The reg~I1atIon of these various and interfering
Interests forms the principal task of
modem legislation, and involves the
spirit of party and faction in the necessary and ordinary operations of government.
~.

Beard examined the various interests in existence in 1787 and their fortunes under the
:Articles of Confederation. The most signifIcant cleavage in American society, according
to Beard, was not that between the propertyless and the propertied-but between those
that held their property in the form of "realty"
(small farmers, plantation owners, and the
Hudson Valley lords) and those whose assets
were in the form of "'personalty" (money at
hand, public securities, commercial and manufacturing structures like ships and mills, and
western land interests). The holders of personalty were vulnerable to the political and
economic conditions of the mid-1780s and
sought to replace the Articles with a stronger,
more centralized government.
This by itself is by no means very radical.
Contemporary observers were well aware of
the difficulties faced by commerce and finance
under the Articles. The impetus of Beard's
case is that the particular structure of the
Constitution benefitted the holders of personalty out of proportion to their national im-

portance, and by slighting the owners of real
property. Public security holders gained from
th.e P?wer invested in Congress by the ConstItutIon to levy taxes; this enabled the government to payoff national and state debts
thereby creating more confidence in govern~
ment paper and a rise (calculated by Beard
at 40 percent) in its value. The holders of
money at hand gained by having the control
of the money supply removed from the states.
Manufactures and shippers gained from central authority over foreign affairs and foreign
commerce, which promised tariffs and shippi~g subsidies. The western land speculators
gatne? from the added security of a· strong,
standIng army west of the Appalachians.
What Beard posited was that the Constitution
was a vehicle for the advancement of those
who held their wealth in personalty, and that
this faction indeed moulded the Constitution
to serve their interests at the expense of the
demands and desires of the holders of real
ro erty.

The idea that the Constitution was a document designed to protect a minority against
the. majority was revolutionary indeed, and
a dIrect challenge to the juristic tradition that
the Constitution flowed from the whole people, being founded upon general principles
of liberty and democracy and having no
reference to the advantage or interest of any
particular group or class. More recent evaluations of the evidence suggest that Beard
overstated his case. Forrest McDonald has
found that the framers of the Constitution
far from being confined to one distinct faction:
represented a cross-section of the political,
geographic, and propertied interests of the
Union, and that there was no substantive
difference between Federalists and Antifederalists in terms of their holdings of personalty.

This is not the place to rehearse the debates
over flaws in Beard's method, interpretation,
or handling of evidence. Sufflce it to sa)' that
the underlying premise of Beard's ·assertion
remains unscathed: the Constitution was an
economic document. This downright state~en~ ~eed not embrace the conspiracy theory
ImpliCIt (and at times explicit) in Beard's
argument. But the Constitution was a statement about the rights of property in a newly
emergent society, whether that property was
held in the form of government paper, land,
or commercial structures, and whether it took
the form of intellectual, physical or financial
capital. This does not necessarily make the
Constitution a document of class oppression
and fragmentation. The inequality of wealth
holdings was low in the United States compared to other societies of the time. Moreover,
the Constitution was not a static document;
and, following Smith, to promote capitalist
development was to promote the welfare of
all citizens.
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Governments, Markets, and Public Policy

EUGENEJ.MCCARTHY

MARK THOMAS

Former United States Senator, Minnesota
Author of Up 'Til Now, A Memoire
of the Decline of American Politics
(forthcoming)

Assistant Professor of History
University of Virginia
Author of The Edwardian &onomy: Structure,
Performance, and Policy (forthcoming)

The Lynchburg Forum is the twentieth and concluding in the Court Days Forums series, directed by the Institute of Government and
supported in part by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. The public is invited to attend the forum, which will
be videotaped for later broadcast on WCVE-TV, Richmond.
Persons wanting to attend should reserve a seat by writing or calling collect Dr. Timothy O'Rourke, Institute of Government, 207 Minor
Hall, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22903 (phone: 804/924-3396).
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